
1. Please rate the following aspects of the symposium.
meeting format

excellent 12
good 21
acceptable 8
poor 2
very poor 0
no answer 0

length of time given to presentations

excellent 19
good 20
acceptable 3
poor 0
very poor 1
no answer 0

length of time given to specific discussions

excellent 18
good 16
acceptable 7
poor 2
very poor 0
no answer 0

level of science covered

excellent 20
good 18
acceptable 5
poor 0
very poor 0
no answer 0

quality of presentations

excellent 12
good 27
acceptable 3
poor 0
very poor 0
no answer 1

quality of posters

excellent 11
good 26
acceptable 5
poor 1
very poor 0
no answer 0

your opportunity to participate

excellent 16
good 22
acceptable 4
poor 0
very poor 0
no answer 1

Summary of Questionnaire for JFFoS Symposium 2006



2. What do you think of the range of session topics?

too broad 8
about right 34
too narrow 1
no answer 0

3. Is the information you have gathered useful to your research?
from presentations in your own discipline

very useful 10
useful 19
marginally useful 13
no answer 1

from presentations in other disciplines

very useful 7
useful 25
marginally useful 8
no answer 3

from informal discussions

very useful 19
useful 21
marginally useful 1
no answer 2

4. Did you find the agenda book useful in your preparation for or participation in this symposium?

very useful 7
useful 31
marginally useful 5
no answer 0

How could the agenda book be made more useful to participants next year?

9
3
3
2
1
2
1
1
1

5. Future Outcomes
Did you make any new contacts with whom you wish to pursue future work?

yes 18
maybe 21
no 4
no answer 0

Did you receive any new ideas and inspirations concerning your own research?

yes 24
maybe 13
no 6
no answer 0

6. What aspects of the meeting were most interesting or valuable to you?

13
9
7
7
5
4
3
2
3

slides should be distributed
index is necessary
for the abstracts, having more figures could be useful
should prepare as a machine-readable file such as PDF or both

too bulky / should be handed at the meeting, and the PDF file should be sent, instead
should provide a better glossary (especially for the same or similar terms used in different fields)
should provide references (articles, books) in each area
should provide the abstract of the poster presentations

the list of PGMs, speakers, and participants is useful

informal discussions with people
learning recent progress and challenges of other fields
interdisciplinary aspects
experiencing discussion with researchers from different fields (in different language)
to see things from the different point of view/approach/ comments from out of specialists
poster sessions
intercultural exchanges
wide range of topics
meeting interesting people



2
2
1
1
1

7. How do you rate the usefulness of this symposium to your professional development relative to other meetings
     you have recently attended?

very useful 10
useful 27
marginally useful 5
no answer 1

8. Based on your experience at this meeting, would you attend another symposium of this format again?

yes 38
maybe 1
no 2
no answer 2

9. If you could make one improvement to the symposium, what would it be?
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1
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1

1

7
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
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10. Any other comments

4

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

new contacts for future collaborations
good brainstorming in general
to raise pure curiosity on science
fields of brain and cognitive/science and social science
prof. Sakaki's talk

Sessions & Topics
make presentation more accessible to people in other fields
give more time for the flash poster talks
need strict time keeping in presentations / chair must play more role for controlling discussion
give more time for informal discussions
allow more time for discussion during the session
reduce the number of topics
chairs should provide more general framework of the area, rather than giving their own talk.
get rid of the flash poster talk
introduce the new topics
do base work which gets wide attention
have a session about tools and methodologies
show clearly the problems tackled at the frontier of each field

organize some short working session with a given topic in small groups with different experience and mixed
Japanese-French
everybody should present 10 minutes
Schedule

mix PGMs from different disciplines to prepare interdisciplinary topics
need better coordination between speakers in the same session
set up some sessions where a common subject, concept or technique used by different field.
have a general theme linking the presentation in different areas

more relaxed schedule
arrange for less busy season
Venue, Equipment and materials
have a copy/recordings of presentations

more interaction between chair and speakers prior to the meeting to make sure all talks are complementary

Thank you very much. / Excellent organization at Shonan village.

instructions for preparing PPT should be given to chairs and speakers
better location
Others
award for the best oral/poster presentation

Speakers should mention their collaboration between France and Japan, and why it's important for both teams.
Respect the order when people are asking questions.
Room was too warm!

When the speakers are contacted for attending the symposium, it may be necessary to better explain "the sprit of
this symposium".
I couldn't benefit from the poster session because I had to present mine during the whole session and couldn't
attend the second one due to the PGM meeting.
Tell speakers to slow down!
General participants are not needed. All the participants should speak.

avoid table map at dinner time
the intellectual focus of the meeting is unclear


